MONA™ 2

THE POWERFUL FULLER-FORMED G-SPOT MASSAGER
MONA™ 2 is one of the most popular LELOs, famous for its ability to drive its users to climax through an exquisite design with curves in all the right places and the perfect blend of thrilling vibrations.

- **Substantial size & power for a flawless climax**
  The thickness and the power blend together perfectly to keeping you moaning all night long

- **Beautiful design for internal pleasure**
  The flowing curves guide the intense pleasure deep into your body

- **Awesome pleasure for discerning women**
  This massager is the pleasure product of choice for more experienced pleasure-seekers
SPECIFICATIONS

- **Materials**: ABS Plastic / Silicone
- **Finish**: Matte
- **Size**: 220 x 51 x 33mm / 8.7 x 2.0 x 1.3in.
- **Diameter**: Ø 37mm / 1.5in.
- **Insertable Length**: 110mm / 4.3in.
- **Weight**: 128g / 4.5oz.
- **Battery**: Li-Ion 920mAh 3.7V
- **Charging**: 2hrs at 5.0V 500mA
- **User Time**: Up to 2hrs
- **Standby**: Up to 90 days
- **Frequency**: 100Hz
- **Max Noise Level**: <50dB
- **Interface**: variable interface, 6 modes
FEATURES

- Fuller contours with a curve that perfectly targets the G-spot
- Smooth body-safe silicone design
- Easy-to-use controls to explore 6 vibration patterns

L 200mm/7.87"  Ø 51mm/2.01"
CONTROLS

• Press + to turn on and to increase vibration strength.

• Press – to lower vibration strength; hold – to turn off.

• Press ▲ and ▼ to cycle through the different vibration patterns

• Lock by holding + and - for 5 seconds; the light will turn off when the device is locked.

• Unlock by pressing for 5 more seconds; the light will turn on when the device is active.
Always charge LELO massagers before first use and only use original chargers provided by LELO.

Insert the LELO charger into the charging socket.

The light will pulsate to indicate that your massager is charging.

When fully charged, the light will emit a steady glow.
HYGIENE & CARE

Use LELO’s Antibacterial Cleaning Spray before and after each use for total peace of mind.

When cleaning with water, ALWAYS use a premium antibacterial solution.

100% Waterproof and Rechargeable Design.

Store your LELO massager in its protective storage pouch between uses.

WARNING: Do not boil or use metal scour. Avoid leaving your LELO in direct sunlight and NEVER expose it to extreme heat. Do not use on swollen or damaged skin. Keep your LELO out of the reach of children.

IMPORTANT: For Adult Use Only. Those who may be pregnant, have a pacemaker, diabetes, phlebitis or thrombosis should consult with a medical professional regarding the risk of blood clots before using any personal massage product.
WARRANTY REGISTRATION

1. Visit LELO.com and click REGISTER/LOG IN in the top right corner of the screen.

2. Follow the directions to register your product and attach details of your purchase.

Don't forget to take advantage of LELO's full warranty coverage.

The serial number is on the back of the authenticity card provided with every LELO product.
Disposal of old electronic equipment (applicable in the EU and other European countries with separate waste collection systems).

The crossed-out dustbin symbol indicates that this product should not be treated as household waste, but rather be brought to the appropriate collection point for recycling of electrical and electronic equipment.

* FCC Mark, C-Tick and IC certifications relevant to remote-controlled products only.

Disclaimer: Users of this LELO Product do so at their own risk. Neither LELO nor its retailers assume any responsibility or liability for the use of this product. Further, LELO reserves the right to revise this publication and to make changes from time to time in the contents hereof without obligation to notify any person of such revision or changes.

Applicable for ALL products. Model may be changed for improvements without notice.
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